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It's 
confidential y'all...

By reviewing this document the reader hereby acknowledges
that the information provided is completely confidential and

therefore the reviewer agrees not to disclose anything found in
the visual concept summary without the expressed written

consent of the founder. 
 

-
 

It is also acknowledged by the reader that the information to be
furnished in this sponsorship plan is in all aspects confidential in

nature, other than information that is in the public domain through
other means and that any disclosure or use of the same by the
reader may cause serious harm and or damage to the business.

 
All original contents, plans, concepts, events, designs, logos,
initiatives, slogans, structures, business models, and the like

featured in this sponsorship deck are the sole property of Concept
Factory Atlanta, LLC unless otherwise stated.

 
This agreement and disclosure shall be governed by the laws of

the State of Georgia and any applicable Federal law.
 

Upon request this document will be immediately returned. This is a
business concept and sponsorship deck, and does not imply an

offer of any securities.



 Over the past 10 years, Georgia and its capital city Atlanta became
known as the bustling, "Hollywood of the South" due to the sprawling

film, television, and creative arts industries that generated over $9
Billion for the state within the last few years. 

 
Thousands of filmmakers and visual storytellers from across the

United States and globe have since relocated to Atlanta creating a
culturally diverse network of independent creatives and industry

workers.

 - Allan Meade, Jr. 
Founder of Concept Factory Atlanta

Hollywood
of the
South



Atlanta's  meet-up for
filmmakers, actors,
screenwriters,
photographers,
producers,
& visual artists!

Concept Factory Atlanta’s Collab Hubs will be
a recurring 1-day collaborative hub experience

featuring a series of workshops and activities
for concept creation, ideation, and networking

with fellow visual storytellers.



06.18.21

It's an experience.

Media Production Studios boasts 7,000 sq ft of studio space
pre-built for film production, photography shoots, and large-

scale events. The space features three stages with wide open
space, a 20ft cyclorama, molding wall, and polished concrete

floors. This space is ideal for editorials, movie magic, and
collaborative events such as Collab Hubs. 

Media Production Studios 
7,000 sq ft | West End Atlanta 



Inaugural event
Concept Factory Atlanta’s Collab Hubs will
be a hosting its inaugural experience on 
June 18, 2021 (7pm-10pm) at Atlanta's
premier Media Production Studios.

Collab Hubs will take place for 
1 night only during the months of 
June, August, & October 2021.

Collaborative Activities
Concept-building workshops
Networking

Industry Workshops
Vendors Hall

100+
Attendees &
Vendors

Food Trucks
3hrs
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Ticket Breakdown

$50
$85
$120

Single Day Pass
Individual day pass good

for a specified date

Flex Pass

All Access Pass

Pass good for any 
two Collab Hub experiences

Access to all 
2021 Collab Hub experiences



Who we are
Concept Factory Atlanta will be a smart collaborative hub
and will serve as a pipeline for visual storytellers to reach
production studios and beyond while building community,
relationships, and professional connections.

Collab Hubs will serve as the first phase and concept testing
for Concept Factory Atlanta offering a permanent 24/7
access facility in Atlanta.

Problem
we're
solving

Lack of access to affordable resources, industry
connections, and a collaborative network of like-
minded creatives for the entertainment and visual
arts industry.

No industry-specific entity in Atlanta that brings
diverse visual storytellers under one roof.



Our vision is to become the largest collaborative hub and
incubator space for visual storytellers while being a major

developer of media productions, content, and scripts. 
 

We envision serving as the bridge for independent artists to
reach industry opportunities, thus creating their own success.

 

Our Vision



Target
Market

Ages: 18-45
Early to mid-level career ($35K-$75K/annually)
Education: Some college - Bachelor's Degree

Independent creatives & entrepreneurs in the Motion Picture
(Film), Screenwriting, Photography, & Visual Arts fields.

Social
ReachWebsite visitors

since website
launch

1,900+
Attendees to
virtual workshops
and showcases

300+

via social media to date

10K+
Impressions made



Gender

63.1%

36.9%

Demographics
Atlanta (of course!)

Los Angeles
Charlotte

Greensboro
Tri-State Area

Washington, D.C.

Top Cities

56% of surveyed market individuals
consider themselves a part of the

Motion Picture/Film sector

Industry
55% of surveyed
market individuals
migrated to Atlanta
within past 10 years.

On the 
Move!

Asian, other)

86%
are part of a minority race
group (Black, Hispanic/Latino, 
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See what we can do
together.



We're looking for strategic partners; those who can benefit from our
Collab Hub experiences while helping us to fulfill our vision.

This is a unique opportunity to tap into new areas of growth while
being involved in one of the most targeted networking and
collaborative events in the city of Atlanta during 2021. 

We can't forget to mention that each Collab Hub experience will
gather over 100 like-minded visual storytellers under one roof, while
capturing online exposure to hundreds more. The sky's the limit.

Sponsorship
Packages

Storyteller $500- $999

Visionary $1,000+

Supporter $250- $499



Supporter

Company logo on Collab Hub website landing page
Company logo + tagging on our Social Media promo flyers

What you'll get

Your support will allow for us to gain one closer step in making our
Collab Hub experience truly the place to be for Atlanta's visual
storytellers.

As we say in the South, "bless your heart!" 

 $250- $499



Storyteller

$500 - $999

Company logo on Collab Hub website landing page
Company logo + tagging on our Social Media promo flyers
Speak live during the experience during our Presentation of
Sponsors

What you'll get

Your contribution will be put toward purchasing crucial necessities
for the Collab Hub experience while enabling us to launch proper
marketing and promotional initiatives, bringing in more exposure
across the board! 

Our dedicated partner who's made it clear you're behind us!



Visionary

$1,000+

Company logo on Collab Hub website landing page
Company logo + tagging on our Social Media promo flyers
Speak live during the experience during our Presentation of
Sponsors
Dedicated vendor table to showcase your company/products.

What you'll get

Your contribution will be put toward not just all-things Collab Hub,
but will be put toward the advancement of our experience to go
from good to great! You're investing in our mission, vision, and
purpose to keep offering Collab Hub experiences for visual
storytellers, enabling them to find opportunities and gain one step
closer to their dreams.

You're truly one who believes in our vision and purpose! 



difference
You're
making a 

Let's be real... in addition to supporting our commitment to visual
storytellers, becoming a sponsor allows for greater exposure online
and in-person amongst our website visitors and attendees.

Each of our sponsorship tiers allows for your brand and services to
be marketed to a greater number of potential clients or customers. 

Greater Brand Exposure & Potential Customers

You're contribution for our Collab Hub experiences goes further than
just gaining exposure for your company and mission; you're helping
visual storytellers gain the resources, relationships, and opportunities
they need in order to keep Georgia's film industry thriving. 

Support goes further than you think...

You're not reading this by accident. Your company was selected as a
potential sponsor due to our shared industry market, target client,
mission, or somewhere in between. Let's make a difference. 

You were chosen for a reason



Going the
extra mile!

Here's a few extra ways you can go the
extra mile in showing your support for
our Collab Hub experiences:

Show us major love
on social media!

Pass along our
name to the 

people you know! 
Referrals are
always great!Donate

resources if you
can't donate
monetarily.

@conceptfactoryatl



Email: allan@conceptfactoryatl.com

Contact:
 

Allan Meade, Jr
Founder, Concept Factory Atlanta

Phone: (678) 430-2298

Let's make
it happen!

Contributions are able to be paid electronically
or via check depending on preference.

Sponsorship Window
 

Now - May 30th, 2021 



conceptfactoryatl.com/collabhub


